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Abstra t. We show that Closest Substring, one of the most important problems in the eld of biologi al sequen e analysis, is W[1℄-hard
with respe t to the number k of input strings (even over a binary alphabet). This problem is therefore unlikely to be solvable in time O(f (k)n )
for any fun tion f and onstant independent of k | e e tively, the
problem an be expe ted to be intra table, in any pra ti al sense, for
k  3. Our result supports the intuition that Closest Substring is
omputationally mu h harder than the spe ial ase of Closest String,
although both problems are NP- omplete and both possess polynomial
time approximation s hemes. We also prove W[1℄-hardness for other parameterizations in the ase of unbounded alphabet size. Our main W[1℄hardness result generalizes to Consensus Patterns, a problem of similar signi an e in omputational biology.

1

Introdu tion

A ording to Li et al. [11℄, Closest Substring \is a key open problem in the
sear h for a potential generi drug sequen e whi h is ` lose' to some sequen es
(of harmful germs): : :" (also see [6, 10, 12℄ and the referen es ited therein for
other appli ations in omputational biology). Closest Substring is de ned as
follows.

k strings s ; s ; : : :; s over alphabet  and integers d and L.
Is there a string s of length L su h that, for all i = 1; : : :; k ,
d (s; s0 )  d where s0 is a length L substring of s ?
Herein, d (s; s ) denotes the Hamming distan e between s and s . Closest
Input:
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k
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H

i
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Substring is NP- omplete, and remains so for the spe ial ase of the Closest
String problem, where the string that we sear h for is of same length as the
input strings. Closest String is NP- omplete even for the further restri tion
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to a binary alphabet [7, 10℄. On the positive side, both problems admit a polynomial time approximation s heme (PTAS) [11, 12℄, although in both ases the
exponent of the polynomial bounding the running time depends on the goodness
of the approximation | they are not EPTASs in the sense of [4℄.
For Closest String as well as for Closest Substring it is natural and important to study their parameterized omplexity [5℄. Taking into a ount that
the number k of strings or the distan e d are omparatively small in many pra ti al situations ( f. [6, 11℄), it is important to know whether the problems are
xed parameter tra table with respe t to these parameters.1 Closest String
was re ently shown to be linear time xed parameter tra table for parameter d,
for a parameter fun tion bounded by dd , and also linear time xed parameter
tra table for parameter k , but in this ase the parametri omplexity ontribution is mu h less en ouraging [8℄. The parameterized omplexity of Closest
Substring has largely remained open.
Our main result is to show that Closest Substring with parameter k is W[1℄hard even for a binary alphabet. That is, the problem is xed parameter intra table unless FPT = W[1℄, the parametri analog of P = NP.
For omputational biologists, the fundamental message is that exa t algorithms
for Closest Substring, parameterized by the number of strings k , probably
annot a hieve the running time f (k ) nO(1) (i.e., exponential only in k ). For unbounded alphabet size, we show that the problem is W[1℄-hard for the ombined
parameters L, d, and k . In the ase of onstant alphabet size, the omplexity
of the problem remains open when parameterized by d and k together, or by d
alone. We also show that the losely related Consensus Patterns problem [11℄,
where one tries to minimize the sum of distan es instead of the maximum distan e, is W[1℄-hard for a binary alphabet when parameterized by the number
of strings. Note that in the ase of Consensus Patterns our result gains parti ular importan e, be ause here the distan e parameter d usually is not small,
whereas assuming that k is small is still reasonable. Until now, it was known
only that if one additionally onsiders the substring length L as a parameter,
then running times exponential in L an be a hieved [1, 6, 15℄.
Finally, it is worth noting that analogous parameterized omplexity studies have
been performed for the famous Longest Common Subsequen e (LCS) problem [2, 3℄. There, however, parameterized hardness results ould only be shown
in ase of unbounded alphabet size and, in parti ular, it is a long-standing open
problem ( f. [5℄) to determine the parameterized omplexity of LCS with respe t
to the parameter k for onstant alphabet size. Constant alphabet size, however,
is the ase of biologi al importan e. In this sense, our results seem to ontribute
some of the rst \real" parameterized intra tability results for ore problems in
the eld of biologi al sequen e analysis. Eventually, our work gives strong theorybased support for the ommon intuition that Closest Substring (W[1℄-hard)
seems to be a mu h harder problem than Closest String (in FPT [8℄). No1

Many investigations have been made of the omplexity of the similar Longest Common Subsequen e problem, even for k = 2 (see, e.g., [16℄).
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tably, this ould not be expressed by \ lassi al omplexity measures," sin e both
problems are NP- omplete as well as both do have a PTAS.
Some proofs had to be omitted and are deferred to the full paper.
2

Preliminaries and Previous Work

In this se tion, we start with a brief introdu tion to parameterized omplexity
(more details to be found in [5℄) and then ontinue with sket hing some previous
work on Closest Substring and Consensus Patterns and related problems.
2.1

A Crash Course in Parameterized Complexity

Given an undire ted graph G = (V; E ) with vertex set V , edge set E and a
positive integer k , the NP- omplete Vertex Cover problem is to determine
whether there is a subset of verti es C  V with k or fewer verti es su h that
ea h edge in E has at least one of its endpoints in C . Vertex Cover is xed
parameter tra table : There now are algorithms solving it in time less than O(kn +
1:3k ). The orresponding omplexity lass is alled FPT. By way of ontrast,
onsider the also NP- omplete Clique problem: Given an undire ted graph
G = (V; E ) and a positive integer k, Clique asks whether there is a subset of
verti es C  V with at least k verti es su h that C forms a lique by having all
possible edges between the verti es in C . Clique appears to be xed parameter
intra table : It is not known whether it an be solved in time f (k )nO(1) , where
f might be an arbitrarily fast growing fun tion only depending on k. The best
known algorithm solving Clique runs in time O(n k=3 ), where is the exponent
on the time bound for multiplying two integer nn matri es. The de isive point
is that k appears in the exponent of n, and there seems to be no way \to shift
the ombinatorial explosion only into k ," independent from n.
Downey and Fellows developed a ompleteness program for showing parameterized intra tability. However, the ompleteness theory of parameterized intra tability involves signi antly more te hni al e ort (as will also be ome lear
when following the proofs presented in this paper). We very brie y sket h some
integral parts of this theory in the following. Let L; L0     N be two parameterized languages.2 For example, in the ase of Clique, the rst omponent
is the input graph oded over some alphabet  and the se ond omponent is
the positive integer k , that is, the parameter. We say that L redu es to L0 by a
standard parameterized m-redu tion if there are fun tions k 7! k 0 and k 7! k 00
from N to N and a fun tion (x; k ) 7! x0 from    N to   su h that
1. (x; k ) 7! x0 is omputable in time k 00 jxj for some onstant and
2. (x; k ) 2 L i (x0 ; k 0 ) 2 L0 .
2

In general, the se ond omponent (representing the parameter) an also be drawn
from   ; for most ases, however, assuming the parameter to be a positive integer
is suÆ ient.
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Notably, most redu tions from lassi al omplexity turn out not to be parameterized ones. Now, the \lowest lass of parameterized intra tability," W[1℄, an
be de ned as the lass of languages that redu e to the Short Turing Ma hine
A eptan e problem (also known as the k -Step Halting problem). Here, we
want to determine, for an input onsisting of a nondeterministi Turing mahine M (with unbounded nondeterminism and alphabet size), and a string x,
whether M has a omputation path a epting x in at most k steps. This an
trivially be solved in time O(nk+1 ) by exploring all k -step omputation paths
exhaustively, and we would be surprised if this an be mu h improved.
Therefore, this is the parameterized analogue of the Turing ma hine a eptan e problem that is the basi generi NP- omplete problem in lassi al omplexity theory, and the onje ture that FPT 6= W[1℄ is very mu h analogous to
the onje ture that P 6= NP. Other problems that are W[1℄- omplete (there are
many) in lude Clique and Independent Set.
From a pra ti al point of view, W[1℄-hardness gives a on rete indi ation that
a parameterized problem with parameter k problem is unlikely to allow for an
algorithm with a running time of the form f (k )nO(1) .
2.2

Motivation and Previous Results

Many biologi al problems with respe t to DNA, RNA, or protein sequen es an
be solved based on onsensus word analysis [13, Se tion 8.6℄; Closest Substring and Consensus Patterns are entral problems in this ontext. Appliations in lude lo ating binding sites and nding onserved regions in unaligned
sequen es for geneti drug target identi ation, for designing geneti probes,
and for universal PCR primer design. These problems an be regarded as various generalizations of the ommon substring problem, allowing errors (see [10,
11℄ and referen es there). This leads to Closest Substring and Consensus
Patterns, where errors are modeled by the (Hamming) distan e parameter d.
There is a straightforward fa tor-2-approximation algorithm for Closest Substring. The rst better-than-2 approximation with fa tor 2 2=(2jj + 1) was
given by Li et al. [11℄ and this was further improved to fa tor 4=3+  for any small
onstant  > 0 [10℄. Finally, there is a PTAS for Consensus Patterns [11℄ as
well as for Closest Substring [12℄, both of whi h, however, have impra ti al
running times.
Con erning exa t (parameterized) algorithms, we only brie y mention that, e.g.,
Sagot [15℄ studies motif dis overy by solving Closest Substring, Evans and
Wareham [6℄ give FPT algorithms for the same problem, and Blan hette [1℄ developed a so- alled phylogeneti footprinting method for a slightly more general
version of Consensus Patterns. All these results, however, make essential use
of the parameter \substring length" L and show \exponential behavior with respe t to L." To ir umvent the omputational limitations for larger values of L,
many heuristi s were proposed, e.g., Pevzner and Sze [14℄ present algorithms
alled WINNOWER (wrt. Closest Substring) and SP-STAR (wrt. Consensus Patterns). Our analysis makes a rst step towards showing that, for exa t
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solutions, we have to in lude L in the exponential growth; namely, we show that
it is unlikely to nd algorithms with a running time exponential only in k .
3

Closest Substring: Unbounded Alphabet

We present a parameterized redu tion from Clique to Closest Substring
parameterized by the ombination of L, d, and k . This shows that Closest
Substring is W[1℄-hard for the aggregate parameter (L; d; k ) in ase of unbounded alphabet size.
3.1

Redu tion from

Clique

A Clique instan e is given by a graph G, with a set V = fv ; v ; : : :; v g of
n verti es, a set E of m edges, and a positive integer k denoting the lique size.
We des ribe how to generate a set S of
strings su h that G has a lique
of size k i there is a string s of length L := k + 1 and every s 2 S has a
substring s0 of length L with d (s; s0 )  d := k 2. If a string s 2 S has a
substring s0 of length L with d (s; s0 )  d, we all s0 a mat h. We assume k > 2,
be ause k = 1; 2 are trivial ases.
1

2

n

k

2

i

H

i

H

i

Alphabet.

i

i

i

i

The alphabet of the produ ed instan e is given by the disjoint union
_ ' j j = 1; : : :;
f  j v 2 V g[f
i

i

j

k

2



_ #g:
g[f

In words, we use a set of en oding symbols, i.e., an alphabet symbol for every
vertex
of the input graph, further we use a unique symbol for every of the

k
produ
ed strings, and we use a syn hronizing symbol \#," making a total of
2

n + k2 + 1 alphabet symbols.

k
Choi e strings. We generate a set of
hoi e strings S = f 1;1 , 1;2 ; : : :; 1;k ,
2
2;3 , 2;4 ; : : :; k 1;k g and assume that the strings in S are ordered as shown.
Every hoi e string will en ode the whole graph; it onsists of m on atenated
strings, ea h of length k + 1, alled blo ks; by this, we have one blo k for every
edge of the graph. The blo ks will be separated by barriers, whi h are length k
substrings onsisting of symbols that are uniquely determined for every hoi e
string. A hoi e string i;j , whi h is the i0 th hoi e string in S , is given by
i;j

:= hblo k(i; j; e1 )i ('i )k hblo k(i; j; e2 )i ('i )k : : : ('i )k hblo k(i; j; em )i;
0

0

0

where e1 ; e2 ; : : : ; em are the edges of G and hblo k()i will be de ned below. The
solution string s will have length k + 1, whi h is exa tly the length of one blo k.
Blo k in a hoi e string. Every blo k is a string of length k + 1 and en odes
an edge of the input graph. Every hoi e string ontains a blo k for every edge of
the input graph; di erent hoi e strings, however, en ode the edges in di erent
positions of their blo ks: For a blo k in hoi e string i;j , positions i and j are
alled a tive and these positions en ode the edge. Let e be the edge to be en oded
and let e onne t verti es vr and vs , 1  r < s  n. Then, the ith position of the
blo k is r in order to en ode vr and the j th position is s in order to en ode vs .
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The last position of a blo k is set to the syn hronizing symbol \#." Let i;j be
the i0 th hoi e string in S ; then, all remaining positions in the blo k are set to
hara ter 'i , whi h is unique for the hoi e string. Thus, the blo k is given by
0

hblo k(i; j; (v ; v ))i :=
' ' : : : '  ' : : :'
'
where all ' ; ' ; : : :; ' stand for ' .
Values for L and d. We set L := k + 1 and d := k
2.
r

i0 ;1

i0 ;1

3.2

i0 ;2

i0 ;2

s

i0 ;i

1

r

i0 ;i+1

i0 ;k

i0 ;j

1

s

i0 ;j +1

: : :'

i0 ;k

#;

i0

Corre tness of the Redu tion

For a graph with a k - lique, the onstru tion in Subse tion 3:1
produ es a Closest Substring instan e with a solution, i.e., there is a string s
of length L su h that every i;j 2 S has a substring si;j with dH (s; si;j )  d.
Proposition 1

Proof. Let the input graph have a lique of size k . Let h1 ; h2 ; : : : ; hk denote
the indi es of the lique's verti es, 1  h1 < h2 < : : : < hk  n. Then, we
laim that a solution for the produ ed Closest Substring instan e is given
by s := h1 h2 : : :hk #. Consider hoi e string i;j , 1  i < j  k . As the
verti es vh1 ; vh2 ; : : :; vhk form a lique, we have an edge onne ting vhi and vhj .
Choi e string i;j ontains a blo k si;j := hblo k(i; j; (vhi ; vhj ))i en oding this
edge:

:::'
:::'
 '
where i0 is the number of the hoi e string in S . We have d (s; s
and we an nd su h a blo k for every 1  i < j  k .
s

i;j

:= 'i ;1 'i ;2 : : :'i ;i
0

0

0

1

 '
hi

i0 ;i+1

i0 ;j

1

hj

i0 ;j +1

H

i0 ;k

i;j

#;

)=

k

2,

ut

For the reverse dire tion, we show in Proposition 2 that a solution in the produ ed Closest Substring instan e implies a k - lique in the input graph. To
do this, we need the following lemma (proof omitted).
Lemma 1

A solution

s has the following properties:

s ontains at least two en oding symbols.
s ontains exa tly one \#" symbol, at its last position.
s does not ontain a symbol ' , i = 1; : : :; .
Proposition 2 The rst k hara ters of a solution string
1.
2.
3.

i

ti es of a lique in the input graph.

ut

k

2

orrespond to

k ver-

Proof. By Lemma 1, a solution has en oding symbols at its rst k positions and
a syn hronizing symbol at its last position. Consequently, the blo ks are the only
possible mat hes of a solution in the hoi e string. Now assume that a solution
is given by s = h1 h2 : : : hk # for h1 ; h2 ; : : :; hk 2 f1; : : :; ng. Consider any two
hi ; hj , 1  i < j  k, and hoi e string i;j . Re all that in this hoi e string,
the blo ks en ode edges at their ith and j th position, have \#" at their last
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position, and all other positions are set to a symbol unique for this hoi e string.
Thus, we an only nd a blo k that is a mat h if there is a blo k with hi at its
ith position and hj at its j th position. We have su h a blo k only if there is an
edge onne ting vhi and vhj . Summarizing, the solution s implies that there is
an edge between every pair of fvh1 ; vh2 ; : : :; vhk g; these verti es form a k - lique
in the input graph.
ut
Propositions 1 and 2 establish the following hardness result. Note that hardness
for the ombination of all three parameters also implies hardness for ea h subset
of the three.
Closest Substring with unbounded alphabet is
ea h of the single parameters L, d, and k .

Theorem 1

4

W[1℄-hard

for

Closest Substring: Binary Alphabet

We modify the redu tion from Se tion 3 to a hieve a Closest Substring instan e with binary alphabet. In ontrast to there, we are not allowed to en ode
every vertex with its own symbol and we annot use a unique symbol for every
produ ed string. Also, we have to nd new ways to \syn hronize" the mat hes
of our solution, a task previously done by the syn hronizing symbol \#". To
over ome these problems, we omplement the set of produ ed strings by one
string and lengthen the blo ks in the produ ed hoi e strings onsiderably.
4.1

Redu tion from

Clique

Number strings. To en ode numbers between 1 and n, we introdu e
number strings hnumber(pos )i, whi h have length n and have a \1" symbol at
position pos and \0" symbols elsewhere: 01 02 : : : 0pos 1 1 0pos+1 : : : 0n , [3℄ where
all 01 ; 02 ; : : : ; 0n stand for \0." In ontrast to the redu tion from Se tion 3, now
we an use these number strings to en ode the verti es of a graph.
k
Choi e strings. As in Se tion 3, we generate a set of
hoi e strings S =
2
f 1;1 , 1;2 ; : : : ; k 1;k g. Again, every hoi e string will onsist of m blo ks, one
blo k for every edge of the graph. The hoi e string i;j is given by
i;j

:= hblo k(i; j; e1 )ihblo k(i; j; e2 )i : : : hblo k(i; j; em )i;

where e1 ; e2 ; : : : ; em are the edges of the input graph and hblo k()i will be de ned
below. The length of the solution string will be exa tly the length of one blo k.
Blo k in a hoi e string. Every blo k onsists of a front tag, an en oding
part, and a ba k tag. A blo k in hoi e string i;j en odes an edge e; let e be an
edge onne ting verti es vr and vs , 1  r < s  n, and let i;j be the i0 th string
in S . Then, the blo k is given by

hblo k(i; j; (v ; v ))i
r

s

:= hfront tagihen ode(i; j; (vr ; vs ))ihba k tag(i0 )i:
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Front tags. We want to enfor e that a solution string an only mat h substrings
at ertain positions in the produ ed hoi e strings, using front tags:

hfront tagi := (1 0) ;
i.e., a front tag has length (3nk + 1)  2nk . By this arrangement, the solution s
and every mat h of s start (see Subse tion 4:2) with the front tag.
En oding part. The en oding part onsists of k se tions, ea h of length n.
3nk

2nk

The en oding part orresponds to the blo ks used in Se tion 3. As a onsequen e, in hblo k(i; j; e)i the ith and j th se tion are alled a tive and en ode
edge e = (vr ; vs ); se tion i en odes vr by hnumber(r)i and se tion j en odes vs
by hnumber(s)i. The other se tions ex ept for i and j are alled ina tive and are
given by hina tivei := 0n . Thus,

hen ode(i; j; (v ; v ))i := hina tive i : : : hina tive ihnumber(r)ihina tive i
: : :hina tive ihnumber(s)ihina tive i : : : hina tive i:
r

1

s

j

i

1

i+1

1

j +1

k

The ba k tag of a blo k is intended to balan e the Hamming distan e
of the solution string to a blo k, as will be explained later. The ba k tag onsists
of k2 se tions, ea h se tion has length nk 2k + 2. The i0 th se tion onsists of
\1" symbols, all other se tions onsist of \0" symbols:

Ba k tag.

hba k tag(i0 )i

0

:= 0(i

1)(nk

2k+2)

1nk

k
0()

2k+2 ( 2

i

0

)(nk

2k+2)

The set of hoi e strings is omplemented by one template
string. It onsists, in analogy to the blo ks in the hoi e strings, of three parts: A
front tag of length (3nk+ 1)  2nk , followed by a length nk string of \1" symbols,
followed by a length k2 (nk 2k + 2) string of \0" symbols. Thus, the template
string has
 the same length as a blo k in a hoi e string, i.e., (3nk + 1)  2nk +
nk + k2 (nk 2k + 2).

k
Values for d and L. We set L := (3nk + 1)  2nk + nk +
(nk 2k + 2)
2
and d := nk k . As we will see in Subse tion 4:2, the possible mat hes for a
string of this length are the blo ks in the hoi e strings, and, on erning the
template string, the template string itself.
Notation. For a solution string s, we denote its rst (3nk + 1)  2nk symbols
0
(the front
en oding part) by s00 , and the
 tag) by s , the following nk symbols (its
k
000
last 2 (nk 2k + 2) symbols (its ba k tag), by s . Analogously, the three parts
of the template string t are denoted t0 ; t00 , and t000 . A parti ular blo k of a hoi e
string i;j , is referred to by si;j ; its three parts are alled s0i;j ; s00i;j , and s000
.
i;j

Template string.

4.2

Corre tness of the Redu tion

Proposition 3 For a graph with a k - lique, the onstru tion in Subse tion 4:1
produ es a Closest Substring instan e with a solution, i.e., there is a string s
of length L su h that every i;j 2 S has a length L substring si;j with dH (s; si;j ) 
d and dH (s; t)  d.
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front tag

en oding part

len. (nk + 1)  nk

s



1

s



1

1;2

1;3

s

..
.

2;3

s

k

n

..
.
1;k




n

k

:::

se tions

:::

1
1

..
.
1

1

..
.

1

:::

111

solution s

1

1

1

h

h

h

1

2

3

k

n

nk

:::

:::
:::

1: : :1

:::

1: : : 1

2

nk

2k + 2




..
.

:::

:::

se tions

2k + 2

2k + 2
nk

:::

:::

template t

ba k tag

:::

1: : :1

..
.

1

:::

:::


1: : :1   

1

1

h

k

Fig. 1. Illustration of the solution for the Closest Substring instan e that is onstru ted from a graph having a k- lique. We display the template string t, the solution
string s, and the mat hes si;j in the hoi e strings. The front tags are equal in all strings
and, therefore, are not displayed in detail. For the en oding part, we only indi ate the
positions of \1" symbols, where h1 ; h2 ; : : : ; hk name the position of a \1" symbol within
its se tion. For the ba k tag part, we also only indi ate the se tions whi h onsist of
\1" symbols, all other se tions onsist of \0" symbols.

d (; )
H

mat h si;j in hoi e string
template string t

i;j

s0 s00
s000
s
0 k 2 nk 2k + 2 nk k
0 nk k
0
nk k

0
00
Fig. 2. Hamming distan e of solution s (with front tag s , en oding part s , and ba k
tag s000 ) to its mat hes in the hoi e strings and the template string.
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Proof. Let the graph have a lique of size k . Let h1 ; h2 ; : : : ; hk denote the indi es
of the lique's verti es, 1  h1 < h2 < : : : < hk  n. Then, we an nd a solution
as outlined in Fig. 1. We display the template string, the solution string, and
those blo ks that are the mat hes in the hoi e strings. It follows from the
onstru tion that the hoi e strings have the indi ated substrings: For every
1  i < j  k , we produ ed hoi e string i;j with a blo k si;j en oding the edge
between verti es vhi and vhj . This blo k is a mat h for our solution. For this
kind of blo k as well as for the template string, we report in Fig. 2 the distan e
they have to the solution string, separately for ea h of their three parts and in
total. As is obvious from these distan e values, the indi ated substrings in the
hoi e strings all have Hamming distan e nk k to the solution string.
ut

For the reverse dire tion, we assume that the Closest Substring instan e has
a solution. We need the following statements (proof omitted):
Lemma 2

A solution

s has the following properties:

1. s and all its mat hes in the input instan e start with the front tag.
2. The en oding part of s ontains exa tly k \1" symbols.
3. Every se tion of the en oding part of s ontains exa tly one \1" symbol.

ut

Lemma 2 dire tly implies that the only mat hes in a hoi e string i;j are its
blo ks and that the solution's ba k tag s000 onsists only of \0" symbols.
The k \1" symbols in the solution string's en oding part orrespond to a k - lique in the graph.

Proposition 4

Proof. Let s be a solution for the Closest Substring instan e. Summarizing,
we know by Lemma 2(1) that s an have as a mat h only one of the hoi e
string's blo ks. By Lemma 2(3), every se tion of the en oding part s00 ontains
exa tly one \1" symbol; therefore, we an read this as an en oding of k verti es
of the graph. Let vh1 ; vh2 ; : : :; vhk be these verti es. Further, we know that the
ba k tag s000 onsists only of \0" symbols. We have dH (s000 ; s000
) = nk 2k + 2 for
i;j
every hoi e string mat h si;j and, sin e every s00i;j ontains only two \1" symbols,
dH (s00 ; s00i;j )  k 2. Now onsider some 1  i < j  k and the orresponding
hoi e string i;j . Sin e s is a solution, we know that there is a blo k s00i;j with
dH (s00 ; s00i;j ) = k 2. That means that the two \1" symbols in s00i;j have to
mat h two \1" symbols in s00 ; this implies that the two verti es vhi and vhj are
onne ted by an edge in the graph. Sin e this is true for all 1  i < j  k ,
verti es vh1 ; : : : ; vhk are pairwisely inter onne ted by edges and form a k - lique.

ut

Propositions 3 and 4 yield the following main theorem:
Theorem 2

Closest Substring

a binary alphabet.

is

W[1℄-hard

for parameter

k in the

ase of
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5

W[1℄-Hardness for Consensus Patterns

Our ideas for showing hardness of Closest Substring, parameterized by the
number k of input strings, also apply to Consensus Patterns. Be ause of
the similarity to Closest Substring, we restri t ourselves to explaining the
problem and pointing out new features in the hardness proof.
Given strings s1 ; s2 ; : : :; sk over alphabet  and integers d and L, the Consensus Patterns problem asks whether there is a string s of length L su h
P
that i=1;:::;k dH (s; s0i )  d where s0i is a length L substring of si . Thus, Consensus Patterns aims for minimizing the sum of errors.3 The problem is NPomplete and has a PTAS [11℄. By redu tion from Clique, we an show W[1℄hardness results as for Closest Substring given unbounded alphabet size.
We omit the details here and fo us on the ase of binary input alphabet. We
an apply basi ally the same ideas as were used in Se tion 4; however, some
modi ations are ne essary.

As in Subse tion 4.1, we generate a set of k2 hoi e strings 1;1 ; : : : ; k 1;k ;
ea h hoi e string onsists of m blo ks, one blo k for every edge of the input
graph. The blo ks, however, do onsist of only two parts, the front tag and the
en oding part. The ba k tag part is omitted. The en oding part is onstru ted
as in Subse tion 4.1. The front tag, however, is now given by 0x (1x 0)x+1 0x
where x := ( k2 (k 1))nk . We set parameter L to the blo k length: L :=
xk2+ 4x + 1 + nk. In ontrast to Subse tion 4.1, we produ e not only one but
(k 1) many template strings. All template strings are equal, have length L,
2
and are a on atenation of the front tag part (as given above)
and an en oding

part onsisting of nk many \1" symbols. We set d := ( k2 (k 1))nk .4
For an overview, the front tag ensures that only the blo k of a hoi e string an
be sele ted as a substring mat hing a solution. Regarding the distribution of mismat hes, we note that a solution's front tag part will not ause any
 mismat hes.
k
In its en oding part, every of its
nk
positions
auses
at
least
(
(k 1)) mis2

k
mat hes. It auses exa tly ( 2 (k 1)) mismat hes for every position i the
input graph ontains a k - lique. Based on this redu tion, we state the following
theorem (proof omitted).
Theorem 3

Consensus Patterns

binary alphabet.
6

is

W[1℄-hard

for parameter

k in

ase of a

Con lusion

We have proved that Closest Substring and Consensus Patterns, parameterized by the number k of input strings and with alphabet size two, are W[1℄hard. This ontrasts with related sequen e analysis problems, su h as Longest
3
4

Here, the most signi ant parameterization seems to be the one by k, sin e errors
are summed up over all strings and, therefore, d, usually, will not be a small value.
We make sure that a mat h that is not a blo k is impossible by letting it, due to
the front tags, imply a distan e value larger than d. Sin e d has a higher value here
ompared to Se tion 4, we need a more involved front tag.
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[2, 3℄ and Shortest Common Supersequen e [9℄,
where parameterized hardness has so far only been established for the ase of unbounded alphabet size. The parameterized omplexity of Closest Substring
and Consensus Patterns, parameterized by \distan e parameter" d, remains
open for alphabets of onstant size. If these problems are also W[1℄-hard, then
no eÆ ient and useful PTAS would be possible [4, 5℄.
Finally, we leave it as an open problem whether Closest Substring and Consensus Patterns, parameterized by k , are in W[1℄ and, thus, are W[1℄- omplete
| it is easy to see that they are ontained in the omplexity lass W [P ℄.
Common Subsequen e
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